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Abstract. In this paper we characterize all algorithms for obtaining the coefficients of 
(I;:,’ xid) (xyii YiU’) mod P(u), where P(U) is an irreducible polynomial of degree n, which use 
2n - 1 multiplications. It is shown that up to equivalence, all such algorithms are obtainable by first 
obtaining the coefficients of the product of two polynomials, and then reducing moduio the 
irreducible polynomial. 
1. Introduction 
Let R(u) = Cyit xiui and S(U) = 1::. yiu i be two polynomials whose coeflkients 
are indeterminates, and let P(u) = un +Cyii aiui be a manic polynomial with 
coefficients in a field G. The coefficients of T(u) =R(u)xS(u) mod P(u) form a 
system of bilinear forms whose multiplicative complexity was studied in [l]. It was 
shown in [l] that if P(u) factors as P(u) = l-j;= 1 Pi(u)” where Pi(u) is irreducible 
(1~ i < k j, then at least 2n - k multiplications are needed to compute the coefficients 
of T(u). (As usual, we do not coult multiplication by an element g E G.) It was 
further shown in [l] that every algorithm which computes the coefficients of T(u) 
using 2n - k multiplications necessarily computes the coefficients of the polynomials 
Ti(U) = R(u) X S(u) mod Pi(U)” (1 e i s k) as separate problems, and then using the 
Chinese Remainder Theorem combines those results to obtain the coefficients of 
T(u). 
One way of obtaining the coefficients of r(u) proceeds by first computing the 
coefficients of (R(u) mod Pi(u)“) x (S(u) mod Pi(ujci), and then “reducing” modulo 
Pi(u)ci. (It should be emphasized that this is not the only way.) If this can be done 
using 2 x deg(Pi(~)‘~) - 1 multiplications, we will obtain an algorithm for computing 
the coefficients of T(u) using 2n -k multiplications. The general problem of 
computing the m + n + 1 coefficients of (x2, XiuI’) (Cy=, yiu’) was studied in [2], 
where it was shown that at least m + n + 1 multiplications are needed. An algorithm 
for computing these coefficients in ln + IZ + 1 multiplications is described in [3]. It was 
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shown in [l] that every algorithm for computing the coefficients of (Cz, xiu’) x 
(Cy=, yiu ‘) using m + n + 1 multiplications must be one of the following two types: 
Type 1: Choose m + n + 1 distinct elements of G, CYO, cyl, . . , , a,+, (we assume 
that G is large enough). Since (~~, Xiu i, i xi”=, YiU ‘) is a polynomial of degree m + yt, 
we obtain 
(1) 
We compute the m + n + 1 quantities (CL0 Xiui) (cy=o YiU’) mod (u -cuj) (each 
takes only one multiplication, since q is a known element of G), and reconstruct 
1C z. &) (Cy=, yiu’) using the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Algorithms of the 
type are the ones described in [3]. 
Type 2: Choose m + n distinct elements of G, @I,&. . . , &,+n, It is easily 
verified that 
m+n 
+-YmYn II (U -pi)- (2) 
j=l 
Using the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we can compute (Cz, XiuI’) x 
(~~=o yiu’) mod n,“r,” (U -pi) using m i- n multiplications, and xnryn is the (m + n f 
1)st. 
Even for small values of m and n these algorithms require computing linear forms 
with rather large coefficients, and therefore cannot be used in practice. Since 
algorithms for computing the coefficients of T(u) are the basis for a new algorithm 
for computing the Discrete Fourier Transform [4], it can be useful to discover new 
algorithms for computing R(U) l S(U) mod Pi(u)ci. 
In this paper we will describe the class of all algorithms for computing the 
coefficients of R(u) *S(u) mod P(u) when P(u) is irreducible. This problem was 
studied by A. Schonhage (personal communication) in the case P(U) = u2 + 1 and G 
is the field of real numbers. We will show that UP to some transformation (to be 
described in detail in the next section) every algorithm for computing the coefficients 
of R (u) l S( u ) mod P( u ) using 2n - 1 multiplications (P( u ) is irreducible) necessarily 
computes the coefficients of R(u) 9 S(u) (and therefore is one of the two types 
described earlier). 
2. Formulation of the problem 
Let 6 be a root of P(u) and let F = G(6) be the extension of G by u’. Every element 
CY E F can be written uniquely as LY = xi”;,’ aiai, and therefore is an n-dimensional 
vector (over G). Let x denote the (column) vector (XO, xl,. . . , ~,_i)~ and y the 
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(column) vector (yO, yl, . . . , ~,-.i)~, then the problem of computing the coefficients 
of R(u) x S(U) mod P(u) is the same as that of determining the coordinate values of 
x x y (where x stands for multiplication in F). 
We will denote by U the companion matrix of the polynomial P(u) = 
un +cyli a;tLi, that is 
u= 
and therefore the (column) vector x x y can be written as 
XxY =(x ux U2x l ** LT"-lX)y=(flflXiUi)y. (4) 
i=O 
P * 0 -a0 \ 
1 0 0 -a2 
0 1 0 -a2 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
10 0 1 -a,-1 
(3) 
In this paper we will consider only algorithms which do not use the commutative 
law. In this case each multiplication is of the form L(x) l M(y) where L(x) and M(y) 
are linear forms of the x’s and Yj’s respectively. Let Ll(x)*Ml(y), 
L2W M2(yh 9.. ', L2n_1(~)’ M2n_l(y) be the 2n - 1 multiplications in an algorithm 
J$ which computes x x y, and let @ be the (column) vector whose ith coordinate is the 
bilinear form Li(x)Mi(y). The algorithm & can be described by the identity 
xxy=BB (3 
where B is an n x (2n - 1) matrix with entries in G. 
Since 2n - 1 is the minimum number of multiplications needed to compute x x y, it 
follows that for every algorithm J# the set {Li(x) l Mi(y)}i= 2nr1 is linearly independent 
(otherwise we could obtain an algorithm using only 2n - 2 multiplications). There- 
fore 8 uniquely specifies the algorithm, for if x x y = B@ and x x y = B’8, then 
0 = (B - B’)B and since the {Li(x) l Mi(y)}fGi’ are linearly independent B = B’. 
Let s4 be the algorithm B!& We can trivially obtain another algorithm .4’ from & 
by choosing any (2n - 1) x (2~2 - 1) permutation matrix 17 and define J& by (Bl7) x 
(l7-%). Anoth er way of obtaining another algorithm is by replacing Li(x j 9 Mi(Y) by 
(aiLi(x (bM,(Y)) di, bi # 0 and multiplying the ith column of B by (aibi)-‘. A third 
way of obtaining new algorithms from known ones is by choosing two elements cy, 
fl E F and using the identity x x y = ((yp -’ x ((CY xx) x (p x y)). If for every vector 
CY=(ao,cQ,..., CY,&~ in F we define the matrix Ua = Cyli aiUi, then the new 
algorithm is obtained by replacing Li(x) by Li( Uc,x) and Mi (y ) by Mi( I&Y) 
(i = 1,2, . . . , 2n - 1) and B by LJtaB,B. 
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We do not want to distinguish between an algorithm r;4 and an algorithm &’ 
obtained from .& by one of the three transformations described above. We therefore 
define an equivalence relation on the class of algorithms as follows: 
Definition. Let & be an algorithm BB and ~2’ be an algorithm B”8. We say that & 
is related to &’ if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(1) B’ = HB for some (2n - 1) X (2ra - 1) permutation matrix. 
(2) L:(x) = a&i(x) and Mi (y) = b,M,(y), i = 1,2, . . . ,2n - 1 for some non-zero 
aiC, bi E G. 
(3) There exist two elements cy, p E F such that 
L!(x)=Li(U,x)Mf(y)=Mi(UBY), i=1,2,...,2n-1. 
The equivalence relation - is defined as the transitive closure of the relation just 
defined. 
Remark. The first two conditions of the definition reflect the general consideration 
that for any problem we want to identify th.e algorithms if they differ merely by 
scaling of the products or by renumbering them. The third condition is more specific 
to the computational problem under consideration. It reflects the fact that a certain 
linear transformation of the variables leave the problem invariant. It should be 
emphasized that the third condition does not exhaust the set of all linear trans- 
formations of the variables which leave the problem invariant. 
In the rest of the paper we will characterize the equivalence classes of the 
algorithms for computing x x y. 
3. Analysis of the algorithms 
Every algorithm for computing x x y is specified by the Li(x)‘S and Mi(y)‘S. The 
linear form Li(x) is specified by a vector ui E G” such that UTX = Li(X). Similarly, the 
linear form Mi(y) is specified by a vector ti E G” such that $y =Mi(y). Thus an 
algorithm is specified by the set of vectors {ui} and {ri}. Let K be an n X it matrix such 
that UT = K-‘U.. This section is devoted to proving the following theorem: 
Theorem 1, Every algorithm ~2 for computing x x y using 2n- 1 multiplicatiorts is 
equivalent to an algorithm whose L 4x )‘s and Mi(y )‘S are given by : 
ii1= 71 =K’(l) 9 
iii = c = K-l(l/f’ti -pi)), i = 2,3,. . *, n - 1, 
li ‘= t,4.i=K-:(l/(w-cr;)), n+i j=o 1 9 , l l l 9 n-l, 
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where 1 is the unit vector in F, w E F is of degree n and the set A = 
IP 1 i YZi u (0) v (a $ >yZi has 2n - 2 distinct elements of G. Conversely, for every w E F 
of degree n and for every set A = (pi)rZi v (0) v (~T;)~~~ of 2n - 2 distinct elements of 
G there exists an algorithm &for computing :c x y using 2n - 1 multiplications, whose 
Li(x)‘s and Mi(y)‘S, i = 1,2, . . . , 2n - 1 are given by the form in the first half of the 
theorem. 
Let & be the algorithm B@ for computing x X y using 2n - 1 multiplications. That 
is: 
(x ux ‘** v”-‘x)y = B@. (6) 
Since the n rows of the matrix (x Ux U2x l l l U”-‘x) are linearly inde- 
pendent (over G), it follows that the rank of B is n. By possibly permuting the 
columns of B (and the entries of B) we obtain that the first n columns of B are 
linearly Jrrdependent. (Note that this takes ~4 to an equivalent algorithm.) Therefore 
we can write B as B = ( W-'C) where W is a non-singular matrix. Denoting the 
matrix WC by A, we obtain by multiplying both sides of (6) by W that 
W(x ux l l - U"-lx)y = (I A)@. (7) 
Let w: denote the ith row of W, and ai,j denote the (i, j) entry of A, we obtain from 
(7) that for each ,i = 1,2,. . . , n 
n-1 
(WTX WyLlj, l ' l W'U"-'X)y=Li(X)*Mi(y)+ C Cri,jLn+j(X)*M~*+j(Y). (8) 
j=l 
Recall that K is an n x n matrix such that UT = K-‘UK, and let Li(x) = 
U:X, Mi(y) = t’y, i = 1,2,. . . , 2n- l.Since WTU'X =XT(UT)iWi=XTK-lU'KWi,we 
can rewrite (8) as 
X’rK -‘(KWi UKWi ’ ’ ’ U”-lKWi)y = XT J) (9 
and therefore for each i = 1,2, . . . , n 
n-l 
K-‘(Kwi lJi’Kwi l l l U “-lKwi) = uit: + C aijUn+itT+p 
j=l 
Viewing Kwi as a vector in F we can rewrite (10) as 
?I - 1 
K-‘U& = UitT + 1 ai;U,+jtz+j, i = 1,2, e . . , n. 
j=l 
(10) 
(11: 
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It is easily verified that K can be chosen as: 
a2 l l 9 a,.-2 a,-l 1 
a3 l 9 l a,-1 1 0 
l . 
. . 
1 l ** 0 b b 
0 l **o 0 0 
that is KT- - K, and therefore taking the transpose of (11) we obtain 
(K-l &wijT = Ugw,K-l= tiu’ + nil ~iitn+iu~+~ 
j=l 
(13) 
The left-hand side of (11) is non-singular, and since the right-hand side of (11) can 
be written as a product of the matrices Vi, z where the first column of Vi is Ui and the 
jV.1 column is Un+j-1 (_i =2,3,. . . , n), the first row of Ti is t: and its jth row is 
CY&j-lt;f+j-1 (j=2,3,. . . , n) we obtain that Ui and Ti are non-singular. Therefore 
@ii+0 (l~i~n,l~j<n-1) and for each i=l,2,...,n the vectors t 
(Ui, ha+19 &a+29 l l 9 9 U2n-1) are linearly independent. Similar argument shows that for 
each i (1 s i s PZ) the vectors {ti, tn+l, tn+2, . . . , t2n - 1) are linearly independent. Since 
the uis and the ;ti’S are n-dimensional vectors, it follows that for each i = 
192 ,...,n-1 
n-l 
Ui = C aijun+j9 aio # 0, aij E G, (144 
j=O 
ti = nil b,t,+ jv bio # 0, bif E G. (1W 
j=O 
Let Ui (i=O, 1,. . . , n - 1) be n n-dimensional vectors (over G) such that Uz-j Vi = Sij 
andletsi(i=O,l,..., n - 1) be n dimensional vectors (over G) such that tz+jSi = a+ 
Consider (11) in the case i = n. AMultiplying both sides (on the right) by Sj, and 
observing that UKw,,sj is the (column) vector (KWn) x Sj we obtain 
K-‘(Kwn X SO) = Un, Wa) 
K-‘(Kwnxsj)=anjun+j, j=l,2,...,n-1. (15b) 
Similarly, if we multiply (13) (taking i = n) on the right by vi we obtain: 
KB1(Kw, X VO) = tn, (16ab 
K-‘(KwnXVj)=anjtn+j, j=i,&. l a,n-la (16b) 
For i = 1,2,. . . , n - 1, multiplying (11) on the right by (l/bio)so we obtain 
1 
~K-‘(KwiXso)=ui, i=l,2 ,..., n-l, 
iO 
UW 
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and multiplying (11) by (sj - (bij/bio)so) we obtain 
K-‘(Kwix(s,-~so))=uru.,b i,jz1,2,...,rt-1. WV 
Similarly, working with (13) we obtain 
1 
EK-‘(KWiXVo)=ti, i=l,2,....,n-1, 
i 
(18a) 
K_l(KWi(Vj-zVo)) =aCijtn+j, i,j= 1,2,. . . , n -1. (lgb) 
Substituting un+j from (15b) into (17b) we obtain 
Kw.x(~j--~~o)=~KW.Xs, i,j=l,2,...,n-1, 
and substituting (Mb) into (Mb) we obtain 
Wa) 
(19b) 
For i, j = 1,2, . . . 9 n - 1 let a: = aij/aio, b$ = bij/bio, and t.~$ = aij/anb SoIvLlg for sj 
in (19a) and for vi in (19b) (in field F) we obtain 
sj=b~s~xKwiJ(Kwi-~~Kw,), i,j=l,2,...,n-1, (2W 
vj=a~v~xir’wi/(Kwi-~~Kw~), i,j=l,2,...,n-1 (20b) 
where the division1 is understood to be in E If we denote Kw JKw, by W, then 
choosing i = 1 in (20a) and (20b) we obtain 
sj=b$soxw/(w-~~j), j=l,2,...,n-1, (21a) 
Vj=a~jV()x W/(W-Lytj), j= 1,2,. . . , n-l. (21b) 
Since sj # 0 and vj # 0 we obtain (from (20a) and (20b)) that b$ Z 0 and a?j Z 0 for 
j=1,2,..., n - 1. Substituting sj from (21a) in (20a) and solving for Kwi/Kwn we 
obtainfori=2,3,...n-1 
KwrlKw”=bTia!~w/((b~j-b~)w+b~cuTi), j=l,2,...,n-1. (22a) 
Substituting (21b) in (20b) we obtain for i = 2,3, . . . , n - 1 
Kwi/ Kw, = aTpr$w/((a$ -il$)W+a$a~j), j=l,2 ,... n-l. (22b) 
Since the matrix W is non-singular wi and wn are linearly independent and therefore 
a$ ZO, b$#O, i,j=l,2 ,... n-l, (23) 
and also wi and wi are linearly independent and hence 
b$ Z btj, a$#aTj, i=2,3 ,..., n-l,j=l,2 ,..., n-l. (24) 
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Comparing (22a) with (22b) we obtain 
bz/bTi=a$/a$, i,j=l,2 ,..., n-l. (25) 
‘Taking j = 1 in (22a) we obtain 
KwJKwn=b~~~~W/((b~~ -b ~)w+b~~a!~~), i=2,3,. . .,n-1. (26) 
Substituting (26) in (22a) and equating coefficients of powers of w (note that since Wi 
and wn are linearly independent w P! G) we obtain 
b$aTi/(b$ - b fi) = b~~~f~l(b~~ - bT1) ‘pi, 
i=2,5 ,..., n-l,j=l,2 ,..., n-l, (2% 
b ~~~$/(b~~-b$)= btlQfflI(bTI -bffl)‘yi, 
i=2,3 ,..., n-l,j=l,2 ,..., n-l. (27t 
Since b$#O for j=P,2,...,n - 1 we obtain from (27a) that for each i = 
293 9=**9 n - I, j = 1,2, . . . , n - 1, pi # a& Solving for cu$ and b$/b$ in (27a) and 
(27b) we obtain 
b$/bfi =pi/(pi-cU~j), i=2,3,. . . ,n-1, j=l,2,. . .,n-1, (28a) 
CY~=y$Y~j&/(&-CY~j), i=2,3,...,n_l,j=1,2 ,..., n-l. (2W 
Substituting si and vi from (21a) and (21b), and&i from (26) in (Ha), (Ub), (16a), 
(16b), (17a) and (18a) we obtain (note that w =Kwl/Kwn): 
(29a) 
Ui =~K-‘(KWlxSOJ(W-Pi)), i=2,3,...,n-1, 
i0 
un = K-‘(Kwl xso/w), 
(2W 
(29c) 
un+j 
bfi 
=~,K-‘(Kw~xs~/(w-o~~~)), j=l,2,...,n-1, (294 
and 
1 
t1 =;K-‘(Kwl x vo), (3qia) 
ti =y’K-l(Kw~XDgl(w-~i)), i=2,3,...,n-1, 
aio 
Wb) 
tn = K-‘(Kwl x vo/w), (3W 
t 
a$ 
n+1 ~=,,K-‘:Kw~~v~/(w-~~~)), j=l,2,...,n-1. (3W 
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Let r E F be (Kw 1 x so)-’ and r’ E F be (Kwl x z&. The algorithm 3 equivalent o 
;aQ is obtained by replacing x by U& y by Ury, and multiplying the Li(x)‘s and Mi(y )‘s 
by the appropriate constants o as to make the constants in (29a-d) and (30a-d) unity 
(that is, Lr(x) is replaced by b&l(x) etc.). Let @i and E, i = 1,2,. . . ,2n - 1, define 
ii(w) and A&(y), i = 1,2,. . . ,2n - 1, then since U~AK” = AK-‘U, we obtain 
ii1 = il =K-l(l), (31a) 
ai=G=K-‘(l/(W-Pi)), i=2,3,...n-1, 
&+j = im+j =K-‘(l/(W-a:j)), j=O, 1,. . . , n-1 
(31b) 
(3 lc) 
where 1 is the unit vector in F, and art0 = 0. Since the vectors 
N, &+l, iin+2, l l ’ 9 ii2n_l} are linearly independent, the set of vectors {l/(w - 
~~j)}~Z~ are also linearly independent. We thus obtain that the minimal degree 
polynomial (over G) satisfied by w is of degree n (since l/( w - cy $) E G(w)). We 
have thus proved the first half of the theorem. 
We will prove the second half of the theorem by constructing an algorithm, but 
before doing it we need some preliminaries. Let q(u) = un + Cyl,’ &’ be the 
irreducible polynomial (over G) such that q(w) = 0, then for every g E G we obtain 
o=~(w)=(w-g)(w”-‘+f”_*w”-2+f,_~w”-3+. l l +fo)+q(g) (32) 
where&+ = g’-’ + &_lgi-2 + dn-2gie3 + l l l + dn-j+l, j = 2,3, . . . , n. It follows from 
(32) that 
l/(w -9) = --&(wn-l +f,_2w”-2+ l ’ l +fo)* (33) 
Let g denote the (column) vector (1, g, g2, . . . , gnel)*, then (the column vector) 
l/(w - g) can be written as 
l/(w -8) = -- ’ (w”-‘+&_lwn-2+*. l + 
4k) 
+dlw n-2+dn-2wn-3+*. l +d2. l l w+dnall)g 
1 
(1 
n-1 
= -- 4(g) ww2 l l l w i 
1 
----m&j 
= q(g) 
(34 
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where 
a=(1 ww2* l 0 I&‘-‘) and D= (35) 
Let Q be the companion matrix of q and for every v = (00, VI,. . . , ~~-1)~ let 
Q, =CyiJ viQi. For every two rz-dimensional vectors a and p we define amp = 
QC& 
Since w E F and its minimal polynomial is of degree n it follows that F = G(w), and 
that we can use the coordinate system 1, w, w2,. . . , w”-’ to represent he elements 
of F. Let S be the matrix which transforms vectors in F from the coordinate system 
we used so far to this new coordinate system. Clearly S-’ = 0 and therefore S = R-l. 
Both x and n represent multiplication in F (under different coordinate systems) 
and therefore for every n-dimensional vectors cy and p we obtain: 
rr,P = a x p = S-‘((Sa) Q (So)) = S-'Qs,S& (36) 
and since (36) is valid for all vectors p we obtain 
U- = S-‘Q&. (37) 
Taking the transpose of both sides of (37) and recalling that Uz = K-‘&K we 
obtain 
K-‘&K = STQ&(ST)-'- (38) 
Substituting (27) in (38) we obtain 
K-‘S-‘Q&K = STQ;,JST)-l (39) 
and therefore, for every cy 
Q& = ( SKST)- ’ Qs, (SKST). (40) 
That is, (SKST) is a similarity transformation taking Q to QT. By direct calculation it 
can be verified that QT = D-‘QD as well. Therefore D(SKST)-l commutes with 0. 
Since the only matrices which commute with Q are polynomials of Q, it follows that 
there exists a vector v such that 
D = Qs,SKST = SKS'Q:tp (41) 
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Using (34), (37), and (41) and recalling that S-’ = 0 we obtain 
K-‘(l/(w -g)) = -LK-1f2Dg = -IK-‘S-‘&SKSTg’ 
d&T) 4w 
1 
= 9(g) 
----K-‘u”S-‘sKs*~ 
1 = --U;K-‘S-‘SKST~ = 1 
4(g) 
-- CJTs’g. 
4(g) 
(42) 
From (41) and the transpose of (37) we obtain that: 
K-‘fj = K-‘S-1 = #~;a-' = Uz’STD-‘. 
(43) 
Since the first column of 0 is 1 we have 1 = 01 and therefore 
K-‘(l)=K-‘Rl= U;STD’l. (44) 
Using (42) and (44) we can rewrite (31a-c) as: 
z.&= t1= U:STD-‘1, (45a) 
&=fi= 1 --UzS’bi, i=2,3,...n-1, 
4!9i) 
1 
un+j = t ,1+j =--U~STdifj, j=O, I,..., n-l. 
q(aTj) 
Wb) 
(45c) 
To demonstrate the existence of an algorithm specified by (45a-c) it is enough to 
demonstrate the existence of an equivalent algorithm specified by 
& = fl = STD-‘1, (46a) 
u’i = 6 = ST@i, i = 2,3, . . . , n - 1, (4fib) 
un+j = C+j =ST&Tj, j=O, l,..., n-l. (46~) 
As was mentioned before x x y = S’((Sx) u (Sy)). Let l= (lo, 51, . . . , [n-l)T = SX 
and rl = (~0, rll, . . . 9 ~l,,-l)~- - Sy. We can compute x x y by first computing the 
coefficients of (~~~~ ciu’) (~~~~ qiUi) mod q(u) and then operating the (column) 
vectors of the coefficients by S-l. To compute the coefficients of (ci”=;: liu’) x 
(XyZJ qiu’)) mod q( ) u we will first compute the coefficients of (~~~~ liu ‘) (~~~~ qiu ‘) 
and then reduce modulo q(u). To do that we will use a type 2 algorithm mentioneid in 
Section 1. We will use the identity 
n-l n-l 
+ln-lvn-1 n (U-_pi) II <umafj)* (47) 
i=2 j=O 
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and compute the left hand side using the Chinese Remainder Theorem. The 2n - 1 
multiplications used in this algorithm for computing x x y are &-llln_1, 
(Ciik 5kp:) (CL:‘, &‘) = (STfii)(qT@i), i = &3,. . . , tl - 1, and (E;i’, &(G?j)k) X 
(Gil’, qk(&Tj)k) = ({=&Tj)(qT&Tj),  = 0, 1,2, . . . , n - 1. Since all the entries of the 
first column of D-’ are 0 except for the last entry which is 1, we obtain that 
<n_lqn_l = (~TD-ll)(~TD-‘l). Substituting ST = xTST and qT = yTS’ we obtain that 
the &‘s and fk’s of the algorithm just described are the ones given by (46a-c). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
It should be noted that it is possible for two equivalent algorithms to be in the form 
given by Theorem 1. That is, different choices of w, pi)s, and Q’ f’s can yield two 
equiva!ent algorithms. In the next sections we will give a parametric haracterization 
of the algorithms up to equivalences. Before doing that we will mention an 
immediate corollary of Theorem 1. 
Corollary. If G has fewer than 2n - 2 elements, then every algorithm for computing 
x Y y uses more than 2n - 1 mdtiplications. 
The corollary is proved by observing that the set A of Theorem 1 has to have 
2n - 2 distinct elements. 
4. Quadratic extension 
Yhe parametrization of the algorithm which we will derive is different for n = 2 and 
n > 2. In this section we will deal with the case of quadratic extension (n = 2) and in 
the next section we will consider higher order extensions (n > 2). VVe have previously 
stated that we will consider only those algorithms which do not use the commutative 
law. In the case n = 2 we do not have to make this assumption, as is shown in the next 
theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let n = 2. No algorithm which computes x x y in three multiplications 
uses the commutative law. 
Proof. Let ml, m2, and m3 be the results of the three multiplications. Since we do not 
assume the algorithm to be non-commutative, we have 
t#i = (Li(X)+Mi(y))(L~(X)+MT (y)), i = 19 29 3 (48) 
where the Li’s, M$, LT’s, and M”‘s are linear forms. As in (7) we can write the 
algorithm as 
1 0 s m1 W(xrrx)~=(~ 1 t m2 
)i 1 m3 
(4% 
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where W is a 2 x 2 matrix with entries in G. Since WAX and wTUx are not multiples of 
each other, s and t are non-zeros. With no loss of generality we can assume s = 1 
(by replacing m3 by rn: = sm3. Replacing ml by rn: = mJt we obtain from (49) 
that 
W~(X Ux)y = ml + m3, wT(x U.u)y = t(m2 + m3). (50) 
Substituting from (48) we obtain that 
+L1(x)M~(y)+LT(x)M~(y)+L~~(x)M4(y)+L3*(x)M3(y), 
(51) 
Since the left hand side of (SO) has no quadratic terms in the x variables, nor in the y 
variables we obtain 
Ll(X)LT(X) = -L3(x)L%x), Ml(y)MT (y) = -M3(y)M: (Y). (52) 
If L3(x) = L:(x) = 0 we obtain that either Ll(x) = 0 or L:(x) = 0, and we can assume 
without loss of generality that L:(x) = 0, and therefore 
W~(xUx)y=ml+m3=Ldx)Mf(y) (53) 
which is a contradiction, since at least two products are needed to evaluate 
w T(x Ux)y. So we can assume that LB(x) # 0. We have two cases to consider, the first 
that L:(x) = 0, and the second that L;(x) # 0. 
Case 1: L:(x) = 0. With no loss of generality we can assume L:(x) = 0, and by 
considering t(rn2 + m2) that L;(x) = 0. Therefore MT (y) # 0, Mz* (y) Z 0, and 
MT (y) #0 (or else we will have only two multiplications). If MS(y) = 0 we obtain by a 
similar argument hat MI(y) = M2(y) = M3(y) = 0 and the algorithm does not use the 
commutative law, (Our aim is to show that all other assumptions lead to a contradic- 
tion.) Assume therefore that MS(Y) # 0, and hence that Ml(y) Z 0 and k&(y) # 0. 
MT(y) # aM3 (y) for any a E G, for otherwise wT(x Ux)y = ml +m3 = 
(aLl(x)+L3(x))M3 (y), therefore there exists a E G (a # 0) such that MI(Y) = 
aM% (y) and M;k (y) = -( l/a)Ms(y). (Note that the ring of polynomials over G is a 
Unique Factorization Domain.) A similar argument using M&X Px>y = t(m2 + m3) 
shows that M2(y) = bMf (y) and Mz (y) = -( l/b)M3(y). Substituting we obtain 
(54) 
which is a contradiction, since wT - (l/t) wr # 0 ( W is non-singular), and therefore 
(wT -- (l/t) wz)(x V,)y requires two multiplications. 
Ckse 2: L?(x) # 0. In this case we can assume that MS(Y) l M$ (y) # 0 or else we 
will have Case 1 with the M’s replacing the L’s. Therefore none of the L’s or M’s is 0. 
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With no loss of generality we can assume 
Ll(x) = aL3(4, L?(x) = 
1 
--p(X), 
LE(x) = &ix), L;(x) = 
1 
-7;LT(x). ($5) 
If Ml(y) = CM; (y) and therefore MT (y) = -( 1 /c)M3(y), then substituting in (5 1) 
we obtain 
wT(x Ux)y = L:(x) -aL3WM3(y) -; f c M b)) 66) 
which is a contradiction. We therefore have 
M(y) = cM3iv ), M::(Y) 
1 
=--M:(y), Wa) 
c 
and by a similar argument for t(mz + m3) that 
My)= ~M~(YL M;(Y)= 
1 
--+4. Wb) 
Substituting in (51) we obtain 
wT(.c Ux)y = m! -i- m3 = (1 -z)L,(x)M~ (y)+( 1 -~)L?WMdy), WW 
C 
and similarly 
wT(x Ux)y = t(mz+ m3) = t ( 1 -;)L,(x)MT (y)+ t( 1 -$Lf WW. 
WM 
But (58a, b) says that x x y can be done in two multiplications, which is a contradic- 
tion. This proves the theorem. 
We saw in the previous section that 
multiplication in a quadratic extension 
equivalent o an algorithm specified by 
every algorithm for performing the field 
field, using only three multiplications, is 
u1= ?I = K-l(l) 9 u2 = t* =P(l/(w -a)), 
u3=t3= ~-‘w(w-P)) w 
where CY, p E G, EY f p, and WE‘ G. Let w E F be a fixed element such that w E G, and 
let w2+aIw +a*= 0 (a~, al E G). Every element w1 ef G be written as w1 = bl w + bo 
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(bo, br E G), and w1 E F if and only if br # 0. Substituting in (59) we obtain 
u1=t1 =K-l(l), u2=t2= l f(ll( w,-(y))), 
Renaming (ar - bo)/bl by a and (8 - bo)/bl by p we see that every algorithm is 
equivalent o one specified by (59) (but this time w is a fixed element). That means 
that every algorithm is equivalent o one specified by a pair (a, p) such that (Y # p. Of 
course, the pair (a, /3) and (/3, a) specify equivalent algorithms. 
We can obtain an equivalent algorithm by replacing x by U.,x and y by I: ‘wl y. That 
will yield an algorithm specified by 
U1=tl=K-l(wl), u2=t2=K-‘(w1/(w-a)), 
ug=t3 =K-‘(w’/(w -0)). (61) 
If we want (61) to have the same format as (59) we have to choose w1 = w - QI! or 
wl=w-/3. Since w-a = -(u2+al~+ao/(w +(al+a)) and w-a/w-P = 
-(cx2 + ular + uo)/((at -@)w - ((~1 + cu)/3 + ao)), we see that by choosing w1 = w - Q! 
the algorithm specified by (cu, @) is equivalent to the algorithm specified by (-al - 
Al, ((al + ar)fi + uo)/(ar - /3) and similarly by choosing w1 = w - /3 that it is equivalent 
to the algorithm specified by ((-al -/3), ((al + @)a, + uo)/(P -a)). Direct cal- 
culations show that no new algorithms are obtainable from these two. 
Let G2 be the set G2 - G x G -{(g, g)}. We define the equivalence relation - on 
G2 by: 
b,Bb(&~)-(-~1 -fl, ((Ul-wB +ao)/b -P)) 
-bwP, (h+Pb +aol(B-4) 
-((h+B)Q! +aoM -a, -R-P)- (62) 
We have thus proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. The equivalence classes of mhmul algorithms for computirzg ;E X y 
(n = 2) ure in one-one correspondence to d2/-. 
In the special case that G is a subfield of the real numbers, we can choose w such 
that o1 = 0 (as a matter of fact, this can be cone whenever the characteristic of G is 
different from 2). In this case, we can identify G2/- with the region shown in Fig. 1 
when u. < 0 and that shown in Fig. 2 when u. > 0 (of course we restrict ourselves to 
those points in the region which are in G x G). 
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Fig. 1. 
a =$ 
a 
Fig. 2. 
5. Higher order extension 
We saw in the proof of the second half of Theorem 1 that the algorithm specified by 
(3 la-c) is equivalent to that of multiplying the polynomials (zyli &u’~( xi”=;: V)iU ‘) 
and then reducing modulo f(u) (we use the notation of the proof of Theorem 1). The 
coefficients of the product of the two polynomials were obtained using a type 2 
algorithm. Had we used instead a type 1 algorithm with constants cyl, cx2, . . . ,02~-1 
we would have obtained an algorithm which is equivalent o 
Ui = ti =K-'(l/(W-Qi)), i=1,2 ,,.., 2n-1. (63) 
We will call an algorithm specified by (63) a type 1 algorithm with parameters 
(w; a19 a2, l ‘*9 CX~~.-~). Similarly we can rewrite (31a-c) as: 
ut=t1 =K'(l), ui=ti=K-'(lf(W--Pi)), i=2,3,...,2n-1, (64) 
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and call this algorithm a type 2 algorithm with parameters (w ; &, &, . . . , &_.1). In 
this section we will show that by suitably restricting w every algorithm is equivalent 
to either type 1 algorithm with parameters (w; QI~, cy2,. . , (Ye,& or a type 2 
algorithm with parameters (w ; &, 03, . . . y /32n-~) but no two such algorithms are 
equivalent. 
Let w, w1 be two elements of F. We say that w is equivalent o w1 (w - w ‘) if and 
only if there exist cz, b, c, d E G such that ad # bc and w1 = (aw + b)/(cw + d). Since 
the equivalence relation is generated by the transformation 
W1 =aw, wl=w+b, w’=l/w (65) 
we know that if w - w ‘, then rhz minimal degree polynomial which w satisfies has the 
same degree as the minimal polynomial that w1 satisfies. Let F, denote the subset of 
F of all elements whose minimal polynomial is of degree n. 
Theorem I. The equivalence classes of minimal algorithms for computing x x y are in 
one-one correspondence with the set 
(Fnl4x &2n-1 v W-I x 62n-2 
where &k denote the set of subsets of G whose cardinality is k. 
Proof. Choose an element from each eqllivslllence class of F,, and let w1 denote the 
element chosen from the equivalence class to which w belongs. That is, w = 
(awl + b)/(cw ’ + d), ad f bc. 
Since every algorithm is equivalent to one specified by (64) we obtain by 
substituting (awl + b)/(cw ’ + d) for w ihat the algorithm is specified by 
u1= t1 = K-‘(l), 
Ui =ti=K-‘(c??“+d)f((a-Pic)w’-(Pid-b)), i=2,3,...,2rr-1. (66) 
Ifa-p$#OfOri=2,3,..., 2n - 1, we obtain by replacing x by &,,l+~~-~x and y 
by &,,l+d)--ly that (66) is equivalent to a type 1 algorithm with parameters 
( wl; -dfc,&,@:,.. .,P:,,-l)wherep:=(&d-b)l(a-&),i=2,3,. . . ,2n-l.If 
a -&c = 0 for some i, say & = a/c, then (66) is equivalent o a type 2 algorithm with 
parameters (w’; -d/c, pi, &, . . . , &,,-1) where & = @id -b)/(a epic>, i = 
3 ,...,2n-1. 
To finish the proof we have to show that no two algorithms so obtained are 
equivalent. We will first show that if we tr ansform an algorithm given by (63) or (64) 
by replacing x by UUx and y by U,y we obtain an algorithm of the form (63) or (64) 
only if u = aw + b. Assume that u/(w -al) = cl/(v - bl) and u/(w -a2) = c&v - 62). 
Eliminating v we get that 
cl--2 clal+c2a2 
‘=mw+ bl-b2 
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which is what we claimed. Moreover, we obtain that v - w. Now, since the minimal 
degree of w * is greater than 2, we obtain that aw ’ + b/ w1 -a! = c/w1 - @ for some 
p, c E G if and only if a = 0, b = c and QIC =p. This finishes the proof. 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper we exhibited all possible algorithms for computing the coefficients of 
R (u). S(U) mod B(U) (P(U) irreducible polynomial) which use the minimum number 
of multiplications. In [l] it was shown that only minimal algorithms which compute 
the coefficients of (cy:i xiui) (CyZt yiu’) mod P(u), where P(u) is an nth degree 
polynomial, P(u) = Pl(u)g Pz(u) and g E d (PI(u), P*(u)) = 1, use the Chinese 
Remainder Theorem. That is, the computation must proceed by computing 
coefficients of the product of polynomial modulo PI(U) and modulo Pz(u). Therefore 
this paper also exhibits all possible algorithms for computing the coefficients 
E yli xiu i, (Cyzi yiu ‘) mod P(u), where P(u) is an 0th degree polynomial without 
repeated roots. 
In view of the results of [l], if we want to remove the restriction that P(u) has no 
repeated roots, it is sufficient o consider the case that P(u) = Qe(u), where Q(u) is 
irreducible. Preliminary investigation of this problem shows some differences 
between the case that P(a) is irreducible and P(u) is a power of an irreducible 
polynomial. For example, computing the coefficients of (zy=, xitd’) x 
(& yiu’) mod P(u) necessitate five multiplications whether P(u) is an irreducible 
polynomial or a power of an irreducible polynomial. In the paper we have shown that 
at least four distinct constants are needed to compute this problem if P(u) is 
irreducible (and therefore at least six multiplications are needed if G has fewer than 
four elements), However, if P(u) is a power of polynomial this restriction is no longer 
valid. Taking, for example, P(u) = u3 we have the followin 2 algorithm: 
XOYO = xoyo, 
XOYl +x1yo =(X0+d(y0+y1)-~0y0a-x~y~, 
This algorithm is valid even if G = GF(2) or GF(3). The problem of classifying :!fl 
minimal algorithms when P(u) is a power of an irreducible polynomial is still open. 
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